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CLAIRE LOW
the time of writing, I have just put away a superb
slice of birthday cake. It was thickly layered with
great slabs of pink, sweet cream. Now that's living.
Or is it? This week's cover story is all about doing away
with sugar. I can see how profoundly beneficial this could
be and the good it could do one's body, not to mention
one's teeth. So I find the zero-sugar approach admirable
but perhaps not achievable. That's the same way I look
at things such as an existence free of possessions, or
a freeze on shopping, or a spotless, minimalist house
containing the bare essentials with nary a knick-knack
in sight. Yes, it's very impressive and shows restraint,

At

discipline, a certain rigour. But geez, if I were to try it, I'd
be falling off the wagon faster than you can say Chupa
Chups. The thing is, love sugar. I love, love it. The other
day at the supermarket, when I was looking for something
sensible for dinner, I came upon an oversized pack of
I

a favourite childhood lolly. It was called a theatre box of
this particular candy. I took a picture of it alongside my
hand to show the scale. Then I ate the contents in one
weekend. I was ashamed enough to know to furtively
brush my tongue to try to remove the stain of all that food
dye. Sugar, why must you be so delicious?
Having just sat across from a man who feels better with
his diabetes under control, I know some sugar restraint
could be a good thing. That's why I'm trying to see things
Sarah Wilson's way. Wilson, our covergirl, is the woman
behind / Quit Sugar, a new tome explaining how she did
exactly that. Kudos. Your recipes do sound kind of good.
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